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Captivating Colour
90 Minutes Session

This programme is an 'eye opener' into how colour works and how
you can harness this powerful energy to create:

- Branding awareness of your organisation and those of your
competitors

- A more productive and healthy working environment

- Develop more positive rapport between your employees

Colour is everywhere, it impacts all areas of our business lives, from branding
through to the environment we work in.

Neuroscientist Bevil Conway, who has focused his recent research almost entirely
on the neural machinery behind colour, believes the science behind colour
processing to be very powerful and completely underexploited.

The implications of colour’s effect on people’s emotions are far reaching, and
understanding your customers’ connections to certain colours could increase the
effectiveness of your company’s branding methods.

Research shows that a judgement about a product or environment is made within
90 secondsof initial viewing andbetween 62%and90%of that assessment is based
on colour alone.

Inourworkplaces, colour has aprofoundaffect onhowwe feel andapplyourselves.
Blue makes an area calm and cool, whereas Red evokes strong emotions and
increases intensity. Yellow is fabulous for stimulating the mental processes and
Green is great for balance and health.

Colour has an impact for both your customers and your employees. At The Colour
Ministry we give valuable insight into how colour works and how you can apply it
within yourorganisation to improveyour salesandperformanceof youremployees.
It also a great way to raise your profile and become aligned with your Corporate
Responsibility strategy. Give us a call, we are happy to come and talk to you about
our colour programmes or just give you an overview on colour and its affect.

We do this by including practical exercises, interactive sessions and
a combination of fun and science to help understand how powerful
colour can be. The subjects that are covered are as follows:-

- What is colour and how does it work?

- Our physical and emotional responses to colour

- The impact of branding and marketing using colour

- Practical ways to introduce colour into the work environment
and understanding how this impacts the energy

- Using complimentary colours to help create balance and
harmony in the environment

- Get to know your colour personality and how it can benefit you?

- Using the language of colour to help build rapport between
your colleagues and customers.

£150.00 for the session, plus VAT, including course materials and a
copy of the book 'Everyday Colour'. Travel costs are additional

Healthy Lighting

Motivational Colour

We at The Colour Ministry are also Light Therapists and are able to give you the
latest information regarding lighting technologies and how best to apply them in
the workplace.

There is evidence that different kinds of lighting can have an adverse affect on the
physical, mental and emotional wellbeing of individuals and it is therefore
important that you create a healthy place for work.

We offer information and advice on the different forms of lighting. We are happy
to undertake an audit of your lighting and also make recommendations to help
improveambienceandcreateahealthyatmosphere. Pleasecall us formoredetails.


